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TRAINING TOPICS

 LCP Tracker roles

 Supported browsers

 LCP Tracker support

 Announcements

 Project staff roles in LCP Tracker

 How to assign a new user

 Re-assignment of projects

 How to close or suspend a project

 Active projects report

 Owner operator of trucks

 Business owners

 Apprentices

 Conformance requests

 Payroll

 Violations

 On-Site



LCPTRACKER 
ROLES 

The Role of the Prime Approver (Prime contractor) is to collect and 
approve payroll from all contractors and to work to correct any errors or 
deficiencies.

The role of the Project Engineer is to finally accept the payroll and to 
guide Prime Approvers in correcting any problems or deficiencies.

The role of the Subcontractor is to timely forward or submit payroll to 
Primes and be responsive to correcting errors.

The role of LCPtracker is to provide support in the use of LCPtracker.

The role of the Wage Administrator (me) is to provide guidance on 
NDDOT policy for DBRA wage issues and to provide administrative 
oversight on LCPtracker. 



SUPPORTED 
BROWSERS

 Microsoft Edge

 Firefox

 Google Chrome 

 Opera

 ***LCP Tracker no longer supports the use of 
Internet Explorer.***



LCP TRACKER SUPPORT

 The training tab highlighted in yellow at the top 
of the screen is invaluable.  It has all applicable 
information along with training videos to assist in 
using different functions within LCP Tracker.



EXAMPLE EMAIL WITH LOGIN 
CREDENTIALS 

This automatically generated email will be received 
within a few minutes of set up.



ANNOUNCEMENT PAGE

 An announcement page may appear 
once you have logged into LCP Tracker.  
This is used to notify users of scheduled 
maintenance or to announce new 
features.



PROJECT STAFF ROLES OF LCP 
TRACKER

Full Admin Business 
Manager



HOW TO ASSIGN A NEW USER
Anyone that needs an account contract myself (701)328-2605 or by email 

dweaver@nd.gov.  

mailto:dweaver@nd.gov


HOW TO RE-ASSIGN A PROJECT TO A 
CONSULTANT

 First click on the set up tab.  Than go to add/edit 
projects.  Type in the 5 digit PCN number in the 
box under the show pending list and select the 
new department or consultant under the 
department drop down box.  As a reminder hit 
save at the bottom of the screen.



HOW TO CLOSE OR SUSPEND A PROJECT 
IN LCP TRACKER

 First click on the set up tab.  Than go to add/edit 
projects.  Type in the 5 digit PCN number in the 
box under the show pending list and select the 
new status either active – suspend – closed under 
the status tab.  Hit the save button at the bottom 
of the screen when completed.



ACTIVE PROJECTS 
LIST REPORT

 To generate a list of active projects 
assigned to your district, click on the 
reports tab –active projects list 
report.  Enter in your district with a 
date range and a list of all active 
projects will be generated.  As a 
reminder, once all projects are 
complete and payrolls have been 
verified please close the project.



OWNER OPERATOR OF TRUCKS

 In determining when an owner operator of a truck should be placed on 
certified payroll, remember: 

 If the Owner-Operator has employees, they need a subcontractor 
account. 

 If they are otherwise exempt from Davis Bacon – if they deliver for a 
regular dealer, for example – they do not need to be placed on the payroll 
at all.



BONAFIDE OWNERS OF BUSINESSES

 Bona fide owners of businesses are exempt from Davis-Bacon, but 
should be placed on certified payroll as owners with no wages or 
financial information when doing so will aid in showing that a 
contractor filed necessary payroll. 

 A bona fide owner is a person who owns at least a 20% interest in the 
contracting company and is actively engaged in its management. See 
29 C.F.R. § 5.2(m) and 29 C.F.R. § 541.101-102. 

 The contractor should input the name, address and essential 
information about the owner, but should then check the “Business 
Owner” box under the Add/Edit Employee function. 

 After the contractor does this, the system will “grey out” areas of wage 
rates and paycheck information, just as it does for owner-operators of 
trucks. In this way, the presence of the business owner can be tracked, 
but without any financial information that is not necessary. 



MULTIPLE TIER CONTRACTORS AND 
“B” ACCOUNTS

 LCPtracker does not allow for the same contractor to appear on 
multiple tiers or to be contracted to more than one prime or 
subcontractor. 

 If a contractor has multiple subcontracts for the same project, 
they will need a “B” Account. 

 For the individual creating the account, use the existing 
contractor username (typically the telephone number) but put a 
capital “B” after the username and note “B Account” in the name 
of the contractor. 

 In this way, a contractor will actually have 2 accounts, but the 
“B” account will only be used when they are adding a second 
subcontract on the same project. 



APPRENTICE 
INFORMATION

 This is found under the add/edit employees under the 
admin tab.  Complete all highlighted information for 
apprentices.  

 Please notify me via phone or email as I do not receive 
notification of new apprentice applications.

 Apprentice supporting documents are uploaded under 
the e documents tab.



CONFORMANCE REQUESTS

Conformance requests are submitted when a particular craft is not included in the General Wage Decision, specifically Bridge Painters/Sand 
Blasters for North Dakota.

There are no contractors based in North Dakota so will not be included in General Wage Decisions.  

Required documents:  Letter from contractor requesting wage rate,  federal requirements concerning the approval of additional
classifications,  SFN-1444.

After Review by Civil Rights Division,  request is forwarded to USDOL.  An approval/disapproval of request should be received within 30 days.  I 
will enter the new craft in LCP Tracker and the contractor will enter the certified payroll for the employee.



FRINGES



REVIEWING PAYROLL

 Payrolls should be reviewed (at the very least) once a month. 
Ideally, payroll should be accepted on a weekly basis, when 
memory of onsite events is still fresh. In no event should a 
Project Engineer wait until completion of a project and 
accept payrolls prior to finalizing a project. 

 Part of the payroll acceptance process is noting when a 
subcontractor has failed to file payroll at all. When this happens, 
the Project Engineer should work with the Prime Contractor to 
get payroll filed. Where a subcontractor has failed to file 
payroll, a higher-tiered contractor has just cause generally to 
hold payment until payroll is filed. Likewise, if a prime is late, 
particularly on multiple projects for multiple weeks, the Project 
Engineer, after consultation with the ADE or Team Lead, may 
find this is just cause to withhold a progress payment until 
payroll is filed. 

 Until the Prime Approver has approved payroll, it will not 
appear on the Project Engineer or Team Leader’s screen. 

 Once approved, the Project Engineer or his or her staff will need 
to review and accept the payroll. 

 The first step is to go to the Certifications Tab, and see payroll 
that has not yet been accepted. Payrolls will appear on the 
Certifications Tab, but as “Submitted” or “Resubmitted.” You 
should go to the “Details” section: 



REVIEWING PAYROLL(CONT’D)

 When reviewing payroll, remember DARA – Details, Audit, Review, 
and Accept. 

 Hitting the “Details” link will open up the Payroll Page. Look for 
missing or misclassified employees. If there are “warnings,” open up 
the payroll screen and see what the warning is for. The most common 
warning is for “deductions exceed wage,” which tells you that the 
system has highlighted too many deductions. In general, this is a child 
support, wage garnishment or loan repayment deduction. You should 
make sure and substantiate that this is in fact the case. In regards to 
proof of deductions, in the construction season of 2016, please follow 
the standards you have always used: that is, if you have required the 
deduction noted on the certification page, you should continue to do 
that. If you require a child support order, such an order should be 
loaded into EDocuments. 

 Next, you should “audit” at least one employee in each broad 
classification (laborers, operators, truckers or tradespeople). To do this, 
click on the “audit” button, and review the payroll. 



REVIEWING PAYROLL(CONT’D)

 When the payroll sheet for the employee opens, check 
that the hours fairly represent your knowledge of when the 
employee was present. Look at the Fringes, and make sure 
that the amounts are reasonable, and that the deductions 
also appear reasonable. Check the Notices, and make sure 
there are no Notices on the payroll – all Violations should 
have been taken care of by the Prime Approver at an 
earlier stage. You may need to verify that a Warning is not 
valid – for instance, a warning about other Deductions is 
likely due to Child Support or other garnishment. When 
you have completed your review, click on “revalidate.” 



REVIEWING PAYROLL(CONT’D)

 When you have audited one 
worker in each classification, 
return to the Certifications 
page. At this point, change the 
status of the Payroll to 
“Accepted.” 



REVIEWING 
PAYROLL(CONT’D)

 Once “accepted,” your review of 
payroll is complete. You can 
proceed to the next payroll, or you 
are finished if there is no other 
payroll. 

 If violations are seen in the payroll, 
work through the Prime Approver 
to get them fixed. This can be done 
via telephone, or through the 
“Admin Notice Processing” button 
on the Admin Tab. 



OVERTIME



CLEARING 
VIOLATIONS

 Payrolls accepted into the system may contain warnings of possible 
violations, or Notices. 

 You should clear your violations before you accept payroll. Go to the 
Violations tab, and pull up your project. Each violation is listed separately. 
To understand the nature of the violation, hit “View,” which will pull up the 
payroll and go to “Notices” section. 

 Most Notices will be: 



CLEARING VIOLATIONS(CONT’D)



ON-SITE INTERVIEWS

 Project staff should be using the on-site app if 
they have access to a mobile device.  If a mobile 
device is not available, labor compliance 
interviews must be uploaded to LCP Tracker using 
the edocuments tab.

 The on-site app is available for download in the 
apple store and also google play for androids and 
is free of charge.



ON-SITE INTERVIEWS(CONT’D)

 Once the app is downloaded you will have to sign 
in using your LCP Tracker login.  The app will than 
prompt you to enter a 4 digit pin.

 Now you can start the interview process.



ON-SITE INTERVIEWS(CONT’D)

 Begin by selecting all of the appropriate 
information:

 Project

 Location(only North Dakota statewide is 
available)

 contractor(if not available contractor must be 
added prior to interview)

 Worker(should contain all employees on the 
project under the contractor).  If not, he or she will 
have to be manually entered by using the small + 
sign to the right of the drop-down menu.



ON-SITE INTERVIEWS(CONT’D)

 Hit start interview and the form will appear.

 The interviewee’s name will have to be manually 
entered and the district or consultant info will also 
have to be entered.

 Now begin to complete the form by asking all 
questions in part B.

 As a note, the interview can be stopped and saved 
but the signature of the person being interviewed 
will disappear if not completed.



ON-SITE INTERVIEWS (CONT’D)

 If after completing the interview and 
having the interviewee sign, the 
signature is deleted, put a “APP 
DELECTED SIG” and your initials in 
the box.  Then submit the form as you 
normally would.

 Part C and D are for in-depth reviews.  
Choose a good cross section of the 
contractor, female, minority, or lower 
wage employees for interviews.

 If you input an employee name as 
opposed to selecting from the drop 
down box, go to the admin tab and 
select clear on-site interviews.  Once 
the CPR is submitted you will have the 
option of matching the employee 
with the payroll and it will appear on 
the on-site tab on your LCP Tracker 
account.  



LABOR COMPLIANCE INTERVIEW ISSUES

 Operating system is outdated on device 
being used.

 Sometimes deleting the app and re-
installing if it hasn’t been used in awhile 
will allow the user to login.

 No functionality to upload and attach  
documents.

 No certified payroll for interviewees.

 Interviews using the wrong PCN- let me 
know and I will contact LCP Tracker to 
have them removed.  Those interviews 
will have to be re-done.

 Employees not set up in LCP Tracker.

 Any forgotten passwords or employees 
who need an LCP Tracker account/onsite 
account please let me know.

 Onsite faq guide/users guide under the 
training tab(top of screen) in LCP Tracker.



INTERVIEW STATUS



QUESTIONS????

Contact information
P(701)328-2605
dweaver@nd.gov
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